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• The Delta Science Tracker is a web-based tool housing an inventory of 
science research and monitoring activities in the Sacramento-San Joaquin 
Delta. 

• The website allows users to find, organize, visualize, and share science 
activities and access reports and other products from those activities.  

• It is intended to promote communication and transparency for science 
activities and their outcomes, funding opportunities and decisions, and 
create opportunities for collaboration. 

Background 
The Delta Science Plan recognizes that there are many scientific and environmental 
projects being conducted in the Delta (Delta Stewardship Council 2019). Individual 
approaches by different organizations lack the capacity or mandate to address 
grand challenges that require a shared approach for organizing and integrating 
ongoing scientific research and related activities. The inability to easily identify and 
track diverse information about science projects and activities in the Delta limits 
accountability and opportunities to collaborate and coordinate. Collaboration and 
transparency are critical to building and maintaining the public’s trust and goodwill, 
which is needed to secure long-term funding to adequately ensure water supply 
reliability and a healthy Delta ecosystem.  

In response to these needs, the Delta Science Plan proposed creation of a science 
activity tracking tool (a ‘Delta Science Tracker’) that allows users to interactively 
explore information about science research and monitoring activities in the Delta. 
The tool does not host environmental data produced by activities, but rather 
provides project-related information to answer such questions as: 

https://deltascienceplan.deltacouncil.ca.gov/


 

• Who is working on a science activity?  
• What science activities are in process or complete?  
• When and where have science activities been conducted?  
• Why are the activities being conducted (e.g., what management questions 

are being investigated)?  
• What funding sources support activities?  
• How is funding being allocated to different activities or topics? 

What is the Delta Science Tracker? 
The Delta Science Tracker (Science Tracker) is a web-based tool where researchers, 
managers, decision-makers, and the public can connect to science activities across 
the Delta science landscape. It houses an inventory of scientific research and 
monitoring activities so that users can explore who is working on science activities 
by type and theme, when and where current and past science activities have 
occurred, and how funds are distributed from various sources.  



 

The goal underlying the effort is that shared development and use of the Science 
Tracker will facilitate progress on the Delta Science Plan’s vision of ‘One Delta, One 
Science’ – an open Delta science 
community that works collaboratively 
to build a shared body of scientific 
knowledge with the capacity to adapt 
and inform future water and 
environmental decisions.  The Science 
Tracker will also provide a platform to 
track progress made with the 
implementation of the Science Action 
Agenda (Delta Stewardship Council 
2022). 

Expected outcomes include enhanced 
accountability and transparency in 
science funding, increased opportunity 
for collaboration and communication 
among scientists and researchers, and 
enhanced access to information being 
generated or produced through these 
activities.  

Find Delta science 
The search and filtering 
options within the Science 
Tracker provide access to 
view a large amount of 
information about specific 
science activities. Each 
science activity page includes 
a project summary, links to 
related projects (if 
applicable), a list of 
collaborators involved in the 
project, the activity's status, 
detailed funding information, and 



 

maps indicating where the project occurred. In addition, links to reports, 
publications, news articles, presentations, and other relevant materials can be 
added to each activity when available.  

 

Visualize the science 
landscape 
The Science Tracker also 
includes options to generate 
graphics that summarize 
funding and network 
connections by 
management theme, science 
topic, activity type, 
geographic region, 
organization, investigator(s), 
and more.  

 



 

Who is the Science Tracker for? 
The design and development of this tool were guided by the goal of providing a 
single location in which to gather, organize, and summarize critical information 
about science activities being conducted throughout the Delta in a manner that is 
valuable to scientists, decision-makers, and the public. Examples of users of this 
tool include: 

• Scientists wishing to connect themselves and their work to other researchers, 
managers, and decision-makers in the Delta. 

• Resource managers who want to track funding and find research projects 
that can inform their work. 

• Decision-makers who want to find the science and human expertise that can 
inform their policies. 

• Funding and implementation agencies who need to track their projects and 
report out on their programs. 

• Anyone who would like to explore, discover, and learn about the science and 
scientists working in the Delta system. 

The Science Tracker needs you!   
In order to build the most complete picture of regional science activities, the 
Science Tracker needs Delta scientists, managers, policymakers and agency 
representatives to participate. Adding yourselves, your projects, and your 
collaborative connections will raise the visibility of your work and help build a 
better tool for the entire Delta science community. 



 

Project partners 
The Science Tracker was designed and developed in partnership with ESSA 
Technologies and in collaboration with several State, federal, and local partners. 
Throughout its development, guidance and feedback on the major features and 
functions of the Science Tracker were provided by leaders of several programs 
involved in funding or implementing science activities in the Delta.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

URL and point of contact 
The Science Tracker can be accessed at sciencetracker.deltacouncil.ca.gov. We 
welcome your comments or questions at sciencetracker@deltacouncil.ca.gov.   
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